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Let D and D' be domains in Rg

numbers

ONI THE OUTER COEFFICIENT
oF QUASTCONFORMATTTY

OF A CONVEX DIHEDRAL WEDGE

OSSI TAARI

1. fntroduction

K,(f)-rFp ffi,

and f: D*D' a homeomorphism. The

KoU)-rFp ffi
are called the inner and the outer dilatation of I There M(I) and M(ff) are
the moduli of the curve families l- and ff and the suprema are taken over all
families which lie in D. The mapping / is quasiconformal if the maximal dilata-
tion max (Xr(f), KoU)) is finite. Further, the inner and outer coeffi.cients of
the quasiconformality of D with respect to D' are defined by the numbers

Kr(D, D') : iyf K1(fl, Ko(D, D') : inf Ko(f),

where / runs through all homeomorphisms f: D-D'. The case when D' is a ball
or a half space is of particular interest.

The problem of determining the coefficients of quasiconformality and the
corresponding extremal mappings is fairly difficult and has been only solved for
a few domains. In this paper we shall consider the outer coefficient problem in the
case where D is a convex dihedral wedge in -Rs and D' is a half space, still with
certain additional local conditions for the mapping at one arbitrary edge point.
Gehring and Väisälä have solved the corresponding problem for the inner
coefficient l2l, p. 43 (see also Väisälä [3], p. 1331). As for the theory of z-dimensional
quasiconformal mappings we refer to [3].

1 The definitions ofdilatations in [2] are not exactly the same as io this paper and in [3].
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2. Additional conditions

Let (r, t,E) be spherical coordinates in R3, where the polar angle g is

measured from the positive half of the xr-axis. A domain in RB is called a dihedral

wedge of angle u, Q<.q,=2n, if it can be mapped by means of a similarity trans-
formation onto the domain

D,: {(r,{,E)1, = 0, 0 =t = d, 0= E <n}.

The inverse image of the xr-axis under this mapping is said to be the edge of the

dihedral wedge.

We consider now the subclass lA of homeomorphisms f: Do*Dn, O<d<n,
/(0):0, whose restrictions /lD, are quasiconformal mappings onto D, and
which satisfy the following conditions A and B at the origin.

A. There is a polar angle Eo, O<Eo<rf2, such that the limit

)iT*f(,")1, 
: k(e) * o, *

exists for euery e(Dn with 0=(e, er)aEo, where (e, er) denotes the actual angle

between the oectors e and er.

Let go: Do*Do be the sequence, defined by

g,(x): nf(xln), n:1,2, ....
We extend gn to a quasiconformal mapping of .RB onto itself. First we map Do

onto D, by the folding h, h(r, {, E):(r, n*la, E). Then g,oå-1 will be extended

to a quasi-conformal mapping år: IR8*RB by reflection. Finally, we define a map-
ping h2:R3*ÅB by hr(r,*,E):(r,t',Q), where

lar|ln for O=tL=n
v' -J '-- 

lo*'";* (0-d for r=$ =2n.

Then §n:l1roh;l : R3*Äs is quasiconformal and §)D":s,'
Because (k(e7,t<1er1)=0 for a fixed / and every e, O<(e,ea)=Eo (see [],

Theorem 3.3), the sequence f', is by [3], 19.4 and 20.5 a normal family and thus

has a subsequence §;, iqJcN, which converges to the limit function §: R3*Rt
uniformly on every compact subset of R3. By the condition A §' is a homeo-

morphism, since f(0):0 and §,(e,r):nf(eJn)*k(er); see [3], 21.3. By 131,37.2,
g:§lD, is quasiconformal and

KoG) 
=,lirD 

Ko(S,) : Ko(fi.

The condition A implies that for every eQDn, 0=(e, es)=qo, g maps the

ruy {telt=O} onto the ray {tk(e)lt-0) Iinearly, SQe):11r1r1. We set the following
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additional condition for /:
B' .lim (rfgl"(k(e)' k(e)1.,äf:, (k(e)' k(e'))) : 1'

This condition as well is local for f at the origin. We denote

Ko(D,,D*;W): inf {KoCf)lf <W\

and prove the following theorem.

Theorem l. Ko(Dn, Do; W):nfu.
For e=0 let f€W be a mapping such that

KoU) <. Ks(Do, D";W)*e

and g the limit mapping, associated with f by the above process. Then Kok)

=Ko(f) and thus also

(1) Ko(g) = Ko(Do,D";W)*e.

Next, to prove the Theorem 1 we consider the following curve families in Dn.

3. The curve families l- and ,l-t

We denote

Do(rr,rz; §, Eo): {(r,rlr, E)lrr= r < tz, O = rlt = a, fr < Q < Qo},

where rr=0, O<P<.q,. Let t- be the family of all arcs joining the plane parts

To: Do(rr, rz) §, E)a{rl, - 0}
and

Tn: D,(ry rz; P, E;^{V : a}

of the boundary |D,(rr, rz', F, Eo) in Dn(rr, rzi §, Q).
Let a€.F(D be arbitrary, i.e. IrOds=l when ?€i.. Choose y€To and

consider the horizontal circular arc

"!r: {(r,t,E)lr: IYl, 0 ={/ =d, 9: (Y,er)},

where (y, e.) is the angle between the vectors y and ea. By Hölder's inequality

we obtain

| = i nrsing cW : i ,*/3sin1/3 e(rrrssinz/3 q)d{t
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Hence

and consequently

^Ir9ol
,,r,,,,!,u,rorQsdv:,! 

o' ! dE f P"'sinEd{r

= i'o, i'gfu:etul#ffi# bge,tr,).
J

t1 A

From the above it follows that

Me)=-* :H*#rog(r,/r).
Let I, be the arc family joining the spheres lrl:r, and lxl:rz in the set

Dn(rr, rzi fi) : {(r,{, E)lr, < r < 12, 0 < t = a, 0 < E <. B\.
Then

MC; : -! .",!2-?c,o1il - s(l -cos 0)
rt il: 2"'@s@8 : nos[J, f'

In particular,
limM(f)zM(f)=ll2as.
A*o

We shall next consider the g-images l-' and fi of the families l- and fr.

4. Upper bounds for Mq) and L[Q;)

We may assume that k(er) lies on the positive x,-axis. Let

i er2 sin E dt = I l@'r sinz e)

tr: min {lg(r)l
7i : max {lg(r)l

lrl : ri, x(31 
(i : r,z)

irt : fi, X(-Dr\, \

where r, and r, are the radii of Dn(rr, rzi fl, q) and D,(rr, rr; B). Furthermore
we denote

D,(§, Qo) : {(', t, E)lr - 0, o = rlt = q, fr = E = Eo}
and

6 : (g D,(F, e J) n (a' 1 r;\ B-3 (d).
Define

Q(,, t,r) : {;"';:,3,,.*' 
(r't' E)(E
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We can suppose go so small that for the above chosen mapping f (k("), eu)=n

when (e, er)<Eo. Then 
n

I eat= [ (rsinepl(nrsine)) d*:r

for all y €f ' , because ds--r sin E åL for every curve element. Hence

M(r,)= { esdv: !*:+,j'o,,n{,,,#
Denote by C,(§, qr) the subset

{?, t, E)10 = tL = n, Q < E =- A'}
of ^§2(r), where

' 
:t'r"'il' (t<1e1' e)

and A' is defined such that the area of C,(p,90) is equal to mr(EnS'z(r)). There

O and Q' are independent of r, since g mapseach ray {telt=O}, (e,er):fi,
onto a ray. From the inequalities

rdArdArdAfdA, _< | 

-: 

, 

-= 

, 

-

J sinso 
: J sin3 @' J sin3 O' - J sin3 «, 'c(,) - ' o(rl r(r) rr(r)

where
G(r) : 'EnS'z(r)\C(fi, E),

ir follows that 
H(r) : c'(f' EJVn s2(r)'

(2) Me')=+ f 0,,*1r#:+!'+i*!*
3:

I sin (@'-O\ I: nr';ili[il@, tog\rzlh) = ,r rin O 
tog\rzlri'

To obtain a similar estimate for M(fi), we denote

D*(f) : {(r,t, q)1, = 0, 0 = rlr = u, 0 = E = f},

A,(fi) : (gD,(p))n s,(r).

Let 11 be so small that ir<yr. Choose

- IllQ log(1rlrr)) for (r,*,E) 6 ga"(p)n(rtr(rJ\rt(iJ)
e\r,V,O:10 otherwise.
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Then

fz

Ira'= [^ft^:'
for every l(fi, i.e. aeF(f), and consequently

!-z - r-z

MQi)= ! ositv: I * 
^{rffi: 

(r/rogs 1rsr,y1 i !& -!t
If we denote

then ' 
: 

.P/1io'(x' e") : 
"?ff,'(k(e)' 

e)'

(3) M gi) = (log(yrlrr)1-, j' n!-cos ö) drfr :22(sin (ö12))r(tos(yrlrr))-r.
t1

5. Proof of Theorem 1

Keeping r, and r, fixed we let now f *0. By the condition B, the estimates
(2) and (3) imply

(4) ffittg,1zu(r0 = ,*L(toe{rJy)ltog(y,lr,))2.

Since the extended mapping f : .R3*Rs is quasiconformal, Iffi,r* o(trb) is finite
and with a fixed r,

lT1 
(tos (r/r)/log (a,/r,)) : 1.

The above estimate (4) is valid for every pair rr, rr=0 with small rr, and letting
rr*0 with fixed r, we obtain

"8ffi M(f')zM(r)) = rlzn'.

Thus the inequalities M(r)=Ks(g)M(f) and M(i"r)< Kok)M(f) impty

Ks(g) > nla.

Because e>0 in (t) is arbitrary, ii follows

Ko(D,, D"; W) = nla.

The example f€.W,71r, e, z):(r, rcpf a, nzf a), given in cylindrical coordinates,
shows that

Ko(Do, D"; W) =_ nla.
Thus the theorem is proved.
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